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The hydrogen–alkali metal bond is simple and archetypal, and thus an ideal
model for studying the nature of highly polar element–metal bonds. Thus,
we have theoretically explored the alkali metal hydride monomers, HM,
and (distorted) cubic tetramers, (HM)4, with M = Li, Na, K, and Rb,
using density functional theory (DFT) at the BP86/TZ2P level. Our
objective is to determine how the structure and thermochemistry (e.g., H–M
bond lengths and strengths, oligomerization energies, etc.) of alkali metal
hydrides depend on the metal atom, and to understand the emerging trends
in terms of quantitative Kohn–Sham molecular orbital (KS-MO) theory.
The H–M bond becomes longer and weaker, both in the monomers and
tetramers, if one descends the periodic table from Li to Rb. Quantitative
bonding analyses show that this trend is not determined by decreasing
electrostatic attraction but, primarily, by the weakening in orbital
interactions. The latter become less stabilizing along Li–Rb because the
bond overlap between the singly occupied molecular orbitals (SOMOs) of
Hd and Md radicals decreases as the metal ns atomic orbital (AO) becomes
larger and more diﬀuse. Thus, the H–M bond behaves as a text-book
electron-pair bond and, in that respect, it is covalent, despite a high
polarity. For the lithium and sodium hydride tetramers, the H4 tetrahedron
is larger than and surrounds the M4 cluster (i.e., H–H 4 M–M).
Interestingly, this is no longer the case in the potassium and rubidium
hydride tetramers, in which the H4 tetrahedron is smaller than and inside
the M4 cluster (i.e., H–H o M–M).

1. Introduction
Alkali metal hydrides, HmMn with M = Li to Rb, have received considerable
attention in recent years,1–6 amongst others, because their investigation provides
insight into how nonlinear optical properties vary with cluster size and also because
of potential technological applications in the ﬁeld of hydrogen storage.2,3 Alkali
metal and in particular lithium hydride oligomers are models for simple electrondeﬁcient metal compounds featuring multicenter bonding.4 Lithium hydride is also
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the smallest heteronuclear diatomic molecule and thus an ideal model for studying
the nature of polar bonds,5 the main purpose of this work. Structural and thermochemical data about alkali metal hydride oligomers (HM)n are still incomplete in
spite of various pioneering experimental (only for monomers HM)7 and theoretical4,5,8 investigations. The tetramer (HM)4 is, apart from the monomers, the most
widely studied oligomer, in particular for M = Li. It is the smallest stable cluster
that may form a compact cubic lattice fragment (1) but also other isomers such as the
ladder (2) and ring (3) are possible.

Most theoretical studies (except for early work by Kato and coworkers)4,8i,j agree
that the lowest-energy isomer of (HLi)4 and (HNa)4 is the cube (1), especially when
correlation eﬀects are included in the calculations.5a,8b,d
The purpose of the present study is twofold. First, we aim at a better understanding of the nature of highly polar chemical bonds. This is inspired by our recent
ﬁnding that the C–M bond in methylalkali metal oligomers has substantial covalent
character which is essential for understanding trends in bond strengths.9 Here, we
wish to clarify if such covalent character is also present in the H–M bond in alkali
metal hydrides, which are of a similar polarity as the C–M bond. An asset of the
hydrogen–alkali metal bond is that it is simple and archetypal, and thus an ideal
model for obtaining insight into the nature of highly polar element–metal bonds in
general. Thus, we have undertaken a detailed investigation of alkali metal hydride
monomers HM and tetramers (HM)4 with M = Li, Na, K and Rb, using the
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of Density Functional Theory (DFT) at
the BP86/TZ2P level of theory.10,11 The polar H–M bonds are analyzed in the
framework of the Kohn–Sham molecular orbital (KS-MO) model using a quantitative bond energy decomposition.10
A striking result of our analyses is that the reduction of the bond overlap between
the singly-occupied hydrogen 1s and metal ns atomic orbitals and the concomitant
loss in orbital interactions is the dominant factor determining the reduction in H–M
bond strength if one goes from HLi to the heavier metal hydrides, and not the loss in
electrostatic interactions. Nevertheless, the H–M bonds are highly polar. This also
leads to the more general insight that one must distinguish between covalent or ionic
features in the bonding mechanism on one hand and the polarity of the charge
distribution on the other.
A second objective is to obtain a set of consistent structural and thermochemical
data for alkali metal hydride monomers HM and tetramers (geometries, H–M bond
strengths, tetramerization energies), all obtained with exactly the same GGA density
functional method. This complements the available experimental and theoretical
data, which are scarce or even missing for the tetramers of the heavier alkali metal
systems (beyond sodium), and enables a systematic analysis of the trends. In this
context, we note that experimental information on isolated tetramers is not available, and only very recently an Li4H4 cube coordinated to three bis(amino)alane
units has been synthesized.7g For the tetramers, we focus on this cubic isomer, which
is in general not a perfect but a distorted cube. In (HLi)4, for example, the lithium
atoms constitute an inner cluster that is surrounded by four hydrogen atoms, one on
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each face of the tetrahedral metal cluster (4), similar to the situation for tetramethyllithium (5).9b

An interesting structural phenomenon that we ﬁnd is the change of relative size of
the hydride tetrahedron and the metal cluster if one goes from sodium to potassium.
Thus, for the heavier alkali metals K and Rb, the H4 unit is inside the M4 cluster.

2. Theoretical methods
2.1.

General procedure

All calculations were performed using the Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF)
program.11 The numerical integration was carried out using the procedure developed
by Boerrigter, te Velde, and Baerends.11e,f The molecular orbitals (MO) were
expanded in a large uncontracted set of Slater type orbitals (STOs) containing
diﬀuse functions, which is of triple-z quality for all atoms and has been augmented
with two sets of polarization functions: 2p and 3d on H; 3d and 4f on Li, and Na; 4d
and 4f on K and Rb.11g In addition, an extra set of p functions was added to the basis
sets of Li (2p), Na (3p), K (4p) and Rb (5p). The 1s core shell of lithium, the 1s 2s 2p
core shells of sodium and potassium, and the 1s 2s 3s 2p 3p 3d core shells of
rubidium were treated by the frozen-core approximation.11d An auxiliary set of s, p,
d, f, and g STOs was used to ﬁt the molecular density and to represent the Coulomb
and exchange–correlation potentials accurately in each SCF cycle.11h
Energies, geometries12 and frequencies13 were computed using the generalized
gradient approximation (GGA) of DFT at the BP86 level.14 All open-shell systems
were treated with the spin-unrestricted formalism.
Bond enthalpies at 298.15 K and 1 atmosphere (DH298) were calculated from
electronic bond energies (DE) according to eqn (1), assuming an ideal gas.15
DH298 = DE + DEtrans,298 + DErot,298 + DEvib,0 + D(DEvib,0)298 + D(pV)

(1)

Here, DEtrans,298, DErot,298 and DEvib,0 are the diﬀerences between products and
reactants in translational, rotational and zero point vibrational energy, respectively;
D(DEvib)298 is the change in the vibrational energy diﬀerence as one goes from 0 to
298.15 K. The vibrational energy corrections are based on our frequency calculations. The molar work term D(pV) is (Dn)RT (e.g., for two fragments combining to
one molecule Dn = 1). Thermal corrections for the electronic energy are neglected.
2.2.

Bond energy decomposition

The overall bond energy DE is made up of two major components (eqn (2)):
DE = DEprep + DEint

(2)

In this formula, the preparation energy DEprep is the amount of energy required to
deform the separate molecular fragments that are connected by the chemical bond
from their equilibrium structure to the geometry that they acquire in the overall
molecular system. The interaction energy DEint corresponds to the actual energy
change when the prepared fragments are combined to form the overall molecule. It is
analyzed for our model systems in the framework of the Kohn–Sham MO model
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using a Morokuma-type decomposition of the bond into electrostatic interaction,
exchange repulsion (or Pauli repulsion), and (attractive) orbital interactions
(eqn (3)).10,16
DEint = DVelstat + DEPauli + DEoi

(3)

The term DVelstat corresponds to the classical electrostatic interaction between the
unperturbed charge distributions of the prepared (i.e. deformed) bases and is usually
attractive. The Pauli repulsion DEPauli comprises the destabilizing interactions
between occupied orbitals. It arises as the energy change associated with going from
the superposition of the unperturbed electron densities of two fragments, say Hd and
Md, i.e., rH(a) + rM(b), to the wavefunction C0 = NÂ [CH(a) CM(b)], that properly
obeys the Pauli principle through explicit antisymmetrization (Â operator) and
renormalization (N constant) of the product of fragment wavefunctions.10 It
comprises the four-electron destabilizing interactions between occupied orbitals
and is responsible for any steric repulsion. The orbital interaction DEoi in any
MO model, and therefore also in Kohn–Sham theory, accounts for electron-pair
bonding, charge transfer (i.e., donor–acceptor interactions between occupied orbitals on one fragment with unoccupied orbitals of the other, including the HOMO–
LUMO interactions) and polarization (empty–occupied orbital mixing on one
fragment due to the presence of another fragment). In the case of open-shell
fragments, the bond energy analysis yields, for technical reasons, interaction energies
that diﬀer consistently in the order of a kcal mol1 (too much stabilizing) from the
exact BP86 result (because, only in the bond energy analysis, the spin-polarization in
the fragments is not accounted for). To facilitate a straightforward comparison, the
results of the bond energy analysis were scaled to match exactly the regular BP86
bond energies.
The orbital interaction energy can be decomposed into the contributions from
each irreducible representation G of the interacting system (eqn (4)) using the
extended transition state (ETS) scheme developed by Ziegler and Rauk.16d,e
DEoi = SGDEG

2.3.

(4)

Analysis of the charge distribution

The electron density distribution is analyzed using the Voronoi deformation density
(VDD) method17,18 and the Hirshfeld scheme19 for computing atomic charges. The
VDD atomic charge QVDD
is computed as the (numerical) integral11f of the
A
deformation density Dr(r) = r(r)  SB rB(r) in the volume of the Voronoi cell of
atom A (eqn (5)). The Voronoi cell of atom A is deﬁned as the compartment of space
bounded by the bond midplanes on and perpendicular to all bond axes between
nucleus A and its neighboring nuclei (cf. the Wigner–Seitz cells in crystals18c).
Z
X
VDD
QA ¼ 
ðrðrÞ 
rB ðrÞÞdr
ð5Þ
Voronoi cell of A

B

Here, r(r) is the electron density of the molecule and SBrB(r) the superposition of
atomic densities rB(r) of a ﬁctitious promolecule without chemical interactions that
is associated with the situation in which all atoms are neutral. The interpretation of
the VDD charge QVDD
is rather straightforward and transparent. Instead of
A
measuring the amount of charge associated with a particular atom A, QVDD
directly
A
monitors how much charge ﬂows, due to chemical interactions, out of (QVDD
4 0)
A
or into (QVDD
o 0) the Voronoi cell of atom A, that is, the region of space that is
A
closer to nucleus A than to any other nucleus.
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3. Results and discussion
3.1.

Structures

Monomers. The computed BP86/TZ2P geometries are summarized in Table 1 and
illustrated in Fig. 1. The H–M bond distance in the diatomic alkali metal hydride
monomers increases systematically from 1.629, to 1.935, to 2.310 to 2.405 Å along
M = Li, Na, K and Rb, respectively. Note that the increase in bond length in every
step becomes smaller as one descends the periodic table.
Our results agree satisfactorily with earlier theoretical5,8a,c,e,f,h and high-resolution
infrared experimental studies,7a–d which also yield a monotonic increase of the H–M
bond along HLi, HNa, HK and HRb (Table 1). CCSD(T) calculations8a are only
available for H–Li; depending on the basis set employed, they yield H–Li bond
distances of 1.592–1.608 Å, which are shorter than our BP86/TZ2P result by 1–2%.
Table 1 Structures (in Å) of alkali metal hydride monomers and tetramersa
System

Method

H–M

M–M

H–H

Ref.

HLi

BP86/TZ2P
ROHF/6-311G**
BLYP/6-311G**
MP2/6-31++G**
VB/6-311G**
CCSD(T)/cc-pV(5,Q)Z+aug(H,F)
CCSD(T)/MT(ae)
DHFR + CIc
Exp.

1.629
1.607
1.600
1.625
1.621
1.6081
1.5923
1.588
1.5949

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

This work
8c
8c
8f
5b
8a
8a
8e
7a,b

(HLi)4

BP86/TZ2P
HF/5-21G
HF/ECPs
HF/H(5s1p/3s1p) + Li(7s1p/3s1p)
B3LYP/6-311G**

1.879
1.901
1.87
1.86
1.90

2.525
2.607
—b
2.49
2.464

2.777
2.764
—b
2.75
—b

This work
4,8i
8b
8d
8g,h

HNa

BP86/TZ2P
MP2/6-31++G**
DHFR + CIc
MCSCF/TZP
Exp.

1.935
1.915
1.865
1.910
1.8874

—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—

This work
8f
8e
8k
7c,d

(HNa)4

BP86/TZ2P
HF/H(5s1p/3s1p) + Na(9s6p/5s3p)

2.300
2.25

3.155
3.10

3.345
3.28

This work
8d

HK

BP86/TZ2P
MP2/ECP
DHFR + CIc
Exp.

2.310
2.261
2.223
2.240

—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—

This work
8f
8e
7c,d

(HK)4

BP86/TZ2P

2.656

3.783

3.729

This work

HRb

BP86/TZ2P
MP2/ECP
DHFR + CIc
Exp.

2.405
2.546
2.311
2.367

—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—

This work
8f
8e
7c,d

(HRb)4

BP86/TZ2P

2.774

3.939

3.907

This work

a

At BP86/TZ2P.
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Fig. 1 Structures (on scale) of alkali metal hydride tetramers for lithium and rubidium (for
numerical results, see Table 1).

The experimental values for the H–M bond distances are 2–3% shorter than our
values.
Tetramers. Tetramerization causes the H–M bond to expand by 0.25 (Li)0.37 Å
(Rb) as can be seen in Table 1. Thus, the H–M bond in the Td symmetric alkali metal
hydride tetramers increases monotonically if one descends the periodic table from
1.879 (Li) to 2.300 (Na) to 2.656 (K) to 2.774 Å (Rb), similar to the monomers but at
somewhat larger values than in the latter.
A striking structural phenomenon is the change of relative size of the hydride
tetrahedron and the metal cluster if one goes from sodium to potassium. Thus, for Li
and Na, the H4 unit is outside the M4 cluster (i.e. H–H 4 M–M) similar to the
situation found for methyllithium and methylsodium tetramers.9b However, for the
heavier alkali metals K and Rb, the H4 unit is inside the M4 cluster (i.e. H–H o
M–M), as illustrated by Fig. 1. At variance, in the methylalkali metal tetramers, the
metal cluster is always smaller than the surrounding cage of four methyl groups, also
for potassium and rubidium. This can be ascribed to the larger steric demand of a
CH3 group as compared to a H atom.
We are not aware of any experimental data on the geometry parameters of alkali
metal hydride tetramers. This prevents a comparison of structural trends found by us
with experiment. Other theoretical investigations4,8b,d,g,h,i are limited to (HLi)4 and
(HNa)4. The latter molecule is only considered in the Hartree–Fock study by Rupp
and Ahlrichs,8d which conﬁrms the H–M bond elongation going from (HLi)4 to
(HNa)4.
3.2.

Thermochemistry

Monomers. The thermochemical results of our BP86/TZ2P calculations are
collected in Table 2 (monomers) and 3 (tetramers). Homolytic dissociation of the
H–M bond in alkali metal hydride monomers (i.e., HM - Hd + Md) is favored
over heterolytic or ionic dissociation (i.e., HM - H + M+) for all alkali metal
hydride monomers with heterolytic bond dissociation enthalpies (BDE = –DH in
Table 2) being 2.9–3.4 times higher than the homolytic ones. This is because charge
separation is energetically highly unfavorable in the gas phase. The H–M bond
strength decreases markedly if one goes from lithium to the heavier alkali metals and
decays more slowly along the latter. For example, the homolytic BDE is 55.5,
43.4, 40.6 and 39.4 kcal mol1 along M = Li, Na, K and Rb (see DHhomo in
Table 2). This ﬁnding is remarkable because it is not in line with the idea of an
‘‘ionic’’ hydrogen–alkali metal bond. We will come back to this in Section 3.3.
Our homolytic bond dissociation energies DEhomo agree excellently with experimental7c,d values (which diﬀer by only 1–2 kcal mol1) and other theoretical8c,e,f,k,l
values (e.g., G2 values8l for HLi and HNa, which diﬀer by less than 1 kcal mol1).
They all conﬁrm the monotonic decrease in H–M bond strength along M = Li–Rb.
456 | Faraday Discuss., 2007, 135, 451–468
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Table 2 Homolytic and heterolytic H–M bond strength (in kcal mol1) of alkali metal hydride
monomers
Bond energiesb

Bond enthalpiesc

Species

Methoda

DEhomo

DEhetero

DHhomo

DHhetero

Ref.

HLi

BP86/TZ2P
ROHF/6-311G**
BLYP/6-311G**
VB
DHFR + CIe
G2
UB3LYP//MP2/6-31++G**
Exp.

56.5
33.9
57.9
49.2
57.5
56.6
58.0f
58.0

165.9
—d
—d
—d
—d
—d
—d
—d

55.5
—d
—d
—d
—d
—d
—d
—d

164.9
—d
—d
—d
—d
—d
—d
—d

This work
8c
8c
5b
8e
8l
8f
7c,d

HNa

BP86/TZ2P
DHFR + CIe
MCSCF/TZP
G2
UB3LYP//MP2/6-31++G**
Exp.

44.1
45.9
43.3
45.0
45.3f
45.5

148.8
—d
—d
—d
—d
—d

43.4
—d
—d
—d
—d
—d

148.1
—d
—d
—d
—d
—d

This work
8e
8k
8l
8f
7c,d

HK

BP86/TZ2P
DHFR + CIe
UB3LYP//MP2/ECP
Exp.

41.1
42.7
42.6f
42.2

125.4
—d
—d
—d

40.6
—d
—d
—d

124.9
—d
—d
—d

This work
8e
8f
7c,d

HRb

BP86/TZ2P
UB3LYP//MP2/ECP
DHFR + CIe
Exp.

39.9
40.1f
42.3
41.7

119.4
—d
—d
—d

39.4
—d
—d
—d

118.9
—d
—d
—d

This work
8f
8e
7c,d

a
Energy and structure obtained at the same level of theory. b Electronic energies. c 298.15 K
enthalpies. d Not speciﬁed in reference. e Dirac–Hartree–Fock–Roothaan calculations. f Electronic energies + ZPE.

Tetramers. Tetramerization is considerably more exothermic for lithium hydride
than for the heavier alkali metal hydride tetramers (see Table 3). The tetramerization
enthalpy of HM molecules is 130.5, 93.4, 97.8 and 94.0 kcal mol1 along
M = Li, Na, K and Rb. These DHtetra values are also more stabilizing than those of
Table 3 Tetramerization energies and enthalpies (in kcal mol1) of alkali metal hydride
monomers
Monomer

Methoda

DEtetrab

DHtetrac

Ref.

HLi

BP86/TZ2P
HF/H(5s1p/3s1p) + Li(7s1p/3s1p)
MP2//RHF/SVP
CEPA/H(5s/3s) + Li(7s/3s)

136.5
139.0
146.6
143.9

130.5
—d
—d
—d

This work
8d
8n
8d

HNa

BP86/TZ2P
HF/H(5s1p/3s1p) + Na(9s6p/5s3p)

97.0
117.5

93.4
—d

This work
8d

HK
HRb

BP86/TZ2P
BP86/TZ2P

101.3
97.3

97.8
94.0

This work
This work

a
Energy and structure obtained at the same level of theory.
enthalpies. d Not speciﬁed in reference.
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the corresponding methylalkali metal molecules CH3M which amount to 120.3,
73.5, 82.5, 87.1 kcal mol1, respectively.9b
There are no experimental tetramerization energies for alkali metal hydrides to
which we could compare our own results. Other theoretical values have been
computed only for HLi and HNa, for the latter molecule only at the Hartree–Fock
level.8d The Hartree–Fock values are 3–21 kcal mol1 more binding than our BP86
values but they conﬁrm the decrease of the tetramerization energy going from HLi to
HNa. The CEPA and MP2 values for the tetramerization energy of HLi are more
stabilizing than our BP86 value by 7–10 kcal mol1.8d,n
3.3.

Analysis of the H–M bond in alkali metal hydride monomers

Electronic structure and bonding mechanism. The analyses of the electronic
structure and bonding mechanisms in alkali metal hydride monomers HM reveal
substantial covalent character for the H–M bond (see Table 4 and Fig. 2) and, at the
same time, a high polarity (see also the section on ‘‘Heterolytic Bond Dissociation’’,
below). In the ﬁrst place, for all four alkali metals, the H–M bond is characterized by
substantial mixing between the hydrogen 1s AO and the alkali metal ns AO in the
1s + ns electron-pair bonding combination (see Fig. 2). While it is true that the
electron-pair bonding 1n + ns combination is polarized toward hydrogen, the alkali
metal ns contribution is signiﬁcant and not at all marginal: in terms of Gross
Mulliken contributions21 the composition is approximately 60% 1s + 25% ns (see
Table 4 Analysis of the H–M bond between Hd and Md in alkali metal hydride monomersa
H–Li

H–Na

H–K

H–Rb

40.4
0.0

39.2
0.0

39.5
0.0

1

Bond energy decomposition/kcal mol
DEs
52.7
DEp
0.0
DEoi
DEPauli
DVelstat

52.7 (43.5)b
3.2
7.0

40.4 (37.9)b
5.0
8.7

39.2 (32.0)b
5.6
7.5

39.5 (34.1)b
7.7
8.1

DEint = DEhomo

56.5 (47.3)b

44.1 (41.6)b

41.1 (33.9)b

39.9 (34.5)b

Fragment orbital overlaps hH | Mi
h1s | nsic
h1s | npsic

0.51
0.56

0.44
0.54

0.37
0.47

0.35
0.46

Fragment orbital interaction matrix elements hH | F| Mi/kcal mol1
h1s | F| nsic,d

66.5

60.9

43.7

—d

Fragment orbital populations (in electrons)
H
1s

1.18

1.27

1.36

1.25

M
nsc
npsc

0.53
0.29

0.58
0.10

0.45
0.09

0.50
0.15

a

At BP86/TZ2P. See Section 2.3 for explanation of energy terms. b All virtual fragment
orbitals deleted. c n = 2, 3, 4 and 5 for M = Li, Na, K and Rb. d Computed with the fully
converged SCF density of HM. Cannot yet be computed for Rb, for technical reasons.
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Fig. 2 Orbital interaction diagram for HM with Gross Mulliken contributions at BP86/TZ2P
of Hd and Md fragment orbitals to the H–M electron-pair bonding MO for M = Li, Na, K and
Rb.

Fig. 2). In the case of lithium hydride, the situation is 59% 1s + 26% 2s with, in
addition, a sizeable contribution of 15% from the lithium 2ps AO. In terms of
mixing coeﬃcients, this is 0.61 1s + 0.40 2s (+0.25 2ps).
The above mixing is indicative for substantial 1s + ns orbital interaction, which is
conﬁrmed by further analyses. Indeed, the bond interaction–matrix elements Fbond
= h1s|F|nsi between the two SOMOs are strongly stabilizing with values ranging
from 66.5 (Li) to 60.9 (Na) to 43.7 kcal mol1 (K) (see Table 4; F is the eﬀective
one-electron Hamiltonian or Fock operator evaluated with the fully converged SCF
density of the molecule). We recall that the stabilization De of our electron-pair
bonding 1s + ns combination with respect to e(1s) is, in second order (and neglecting
the eﬀect of other occupied and virtual orbitals!), given by h1s |F| nsi2/e(1s)  e(ns),
that is, the interaction–matrix element squared divided by the diﬀerence in orbital
energies.22 Thus, according to this approximate relationship, the stabilization De is a
sizeable 45 kcal mol1 for the H–Li bond, 36 kcal mol1 for the H–Na bond and
17 kcal mol1 for the H–K bond (see e(1s), e(ns) and h1s|F|nsi values in Fig. 3 and
Table 4). This is a weakening along the H–Li, H–Na and H–K bonds.
This trend can be straightforwardly understood in terms of the corresponding
bond overlap Sbond = h1s | nsi, which is sizeable and decreases from 0.51 to 0.44 to
0.37 to 0.35 along M = Li, Na, K and Rb (see Table 4). This is caused by the metal

Fig. 3 Energies (in eV) of the SOMOs of hydrogen Hd and alkali metal Md atoms at BP86/
TZ2P.
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ns AOs becoming more diﬀuse and extended along this series, leading to smaller
optimum overlap at longer bond distance.23 This mechanism, which causes the C–M
bond to weaken along Li, Na, K as observed, is illustrated by 6 and 7, below:

These illustrations show how the stabilization of the electrons in the bonding 1s +
ns combination is reduced if one goes from a situation with stronger (6) to a situation
with weaker (7) h1s | nsi overlap and orbital interaction.
The above picture is conﬁrmed by our quantitative bond energy decomposition.
The exact (within our Kohn–Sham MO approach) values of the orbital interactions
DEoi diﬀer of course from the above estimates. But, importantly, they are also of
decisive importance and they show again the same trend. Along the H–Li, H–Na and
H–K bonds, the orbital interactions DEoi weaken from 52.7 to 40.4 to 39.2 kcal
mol1. The same holds true for the pure orbital–interaction eﬀect of forming the
electron-pair bonding combination between the 1s and ns SOMOs. This eﬀect has
been isolated from the full orbital interactions DEoi by carrying out the bond energy
analysis in the absence of any virtual hydrogen and alkali metal fragment orbitals.
The resulting electron-pair bonding energies DEep (shown in parentheses next to
DEoi values in Table 4) weaken along Li, Na and K, namely from 43.5 to 37.9 to
32.0 kcal mol1, thus nicely correlating with the decreasing h1s | nsi bond overlap.
The deletion of virtual fragment orbitals has no eﬀect on DVelstat and DEPauli because
they only depend on the occupied fragment orbitals. Note that the trend resulting
from the orbital interactions DEoi is aﬀected neither by the electrostatic attraction
DVelstat nor by the Pauli repulsion DEPauli. Both are relatively small and unimportant. The electrostatic attraction is small because neither fragment has more than
one valence electron causing little of the favorable overlap of one atom’s charge
distribution with the nuclei of the other atom. The Pauli repulsion is small because
there is no contribution to this term from the two singly occupied valence AOs as
they are occupied with electrons of opposite spin. Thus, the trend in the thermodynamic stability DE (or DH298 = BDE) of the H–M bond, i.e., the weakening
along Li, Na and K, can be related directly to covalent features in the bonding
mechanism: the bond overlap between and mixing of the SOMOs that yield the
electron-pair bond.
From K to Rb the trend is determined by a more involved and subtle interplay of
factors, and we restrict ourselves to the main eﬀect. The step from K to Rb involves
the introduction of the ﬁrst subvalence d shell, i.e., 3d. This has relatively little eﬀect
on the spatial extent of the ns AO, which expands slightly. The bond overlap h1s | nsi
further decreases from K to Rb but more slightly so than before (from Na to K).
Note, however, that the 1s + ns mixing in HRb remains substantial (see Fig. 2). In
the end, the eﬀect of the slight reduction in bond overlap is delicately overruled by
that of the increase in stabilization of the electron stemming from the metal ns AO as
the orbital energy e(ns) rises from 2.7 (K) to 2.5 eV (Rb): the orbital interaction
DEoi becomes somewhat more stabilizing (Table 4 and Fig. 3). The presence of the 10
electrons in the subvalence 3d shell has a slightly more pronounced eﬀect on the
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Pauli repulsion: going from K to Rb it becomes 2 kcal mol1 more repulsive. This is
the reason why overall the H–M bond strength continues to decrease.
The H–M bond is somewhat stronger than the C–M bond in methylalkali metal
monomers.9b There are two important factors making the H–M bond stronger. One
is the above-mentioned absence of either valence or core closed-shell AOs in
hydrogen leading to an exceptionally small Pauli repulsion DEPauli with the alkali
metal (which also has no valence closed-shell AOs!). Thus, for the H–M bond DEPauli
is 3.2, 5.0, 5.6 and 7.7 kcal mol1 along Li–Rb (see Table 4), whereas for the H3C–M
bond it amounts to 38.4, 27.8, 23.4 and 30.7 kcal mol1 (see ref. 9b). In addition, the
net C–M bond energy DEhomo contains a destabilizing contribution DEprep of 7–10
kcal mol1 associated with pyramidalizing the CH3 group.9b Such a term does
obviously not exist for the H–M bond for which the net bond energy DEhomo is equal
to the interaction energy DEint and very similar to the orbital interactions DEoi.
It is also interesting to note that, in terms of orbital mixing, the H–M bond is more
covalent than the C–M bond whereas based on group electronegativities of H and
CH3, one would expect the opposite.9b Thus, the electron-pair bonding MO of the
H–M bond (ca. 63% hydrogen 1s + 26% metal ns) is less polarized toward the
electronegative fragment than that of the C–M bond (ca. 70% methyl 2a1 + 25%
metal ns) in spite of that fact that hydrogen (e(1s) = 7.6 eV) is more electronegative
than the methyl group (e(2a1) = 6.5 eV for pyramidal CH3) as indicated by the
energies of the respective SOMOs. The exalted covalent character of the H–M is
ascribed to the fact that the hydrogen 1s AO can build up a signiﬁcantly larger
overlap with the alkal imetal ns AO (0.51, 0.44, 0.37, 0.35 along Li–Rb, see Table 4)
than the methyl 2a1 SOMO (0.31, 0.28, 0.21, 0.19 along Li–Rb, see ref. 9b), which
directs only part of its amplitude toward the metal.
Finally, for an ionic bonding mechanism, one would expect a trend in orbital
interactions that is opposite to that actually observed. If the H–M bond were
predominantly ionic with marginal covalent contributions, the MO carrying the
bonding electron pair would have only a slight contribution of the metal ns AO. In
other words, this MO would resemble the hydride anion 1s AO rather than a
bonding 1s + ns combination. Consequently, it would be hardly stabilized with
respect to the hydrogen 1s atomic orbital. This ionic bonding mechanism is
schematically shown in 8 (Dw refers to the electronegativity diﬀerence deﬁned in
terms of the orbital-energy diﬀerence e(1s)  e(ns), see ref. 20):

In this (ﬁctitious) ionic picture, the electron simply drops from the metal ns AO into
the hydrogen 1s AO giving rise to a stabilization that equals the orbital energy
diﬀerence e(1s)  e(ns), indicated in 8 by a bold arrow. Thus, one would expect that
the H–M orbital interaction DEoi increases if the metal AO energy e(ns) rises, that is,
if the alkali metal becomes more electropositive, because, as shown in 9, the electron
originating from the metal would experience a larger stabilization energy e(1s) 
e(ns). But, above, we have already seen that the opposite happens: the H–M orbital
interaction DEoi decreases (Table 4: DEoi = 52.7, 40.4, 39.2 kcal mol1) as the
metal becomes more electropositive (Fig. 3: e(ns) = 3.3, 3.1, 2.7 along M = Li,
Na and K, see also ref. 20).
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In conclusion, the H–M bond has substantial covalent character (comparable to
that of the C–M bond) stemming from bond overlap that determines the trend in
bond strength as M descends the periodic table in Group 1. The fact that part of the
stabilization stems from bond overlap is not in contradiction with this bond being
highly polar.

Charge distribution
The metal atomic charge in HM ﬁrst decreases from Li to Na and then increases
again along Na, K and Rb according to both the VDD and Hirshfeld method (see
Table 5). The VDD method, for example, yields values of +0.464, +0.458, +0.525
and +0.538 e along the series. This trend is similar to that for CH3M molecules and,
as explained in detail for the former,9b can be understood as resulting from the
interplay of two eﬀects. The ﬁrst one is the increasing extent of charge separation
that results when the hydrogen atom moves farther away from the metal atom as the
latter increases along Li–Rb. Thus, the negative charge gained by the hydrogen atom
due to the formation of the 1s + ns electron-pair bond penetrates less into the
region of the metal atom and is increasingly associated with the former.
Superimposed on this mechanism, which on its own would cause a steady increase
of charge separation, there is a second eﬀect, namely the loss (or strong reduction)
of participation of the alkali metal nps AO if one goes from Li to Na. This
counteracts the former mechanism because it increases the alkali metal atomic
charge in HLi (and not in HNa) by enhancing the polarization of the electronpair bonding MO toward the hydrogen atom. The trend in dipole moment m
increases systematically from 5.8 to 6.0 to 7.9 to 8.4 D along Li, Na, K and
Rb in spite of the dip in the alkali metal atomic charge for sodium (Table 5).
Thus, from Li to Na the trend in dipole moment is dominated by the increase in
H–M bond length.
The above values indicate that the H–M bond is somewhat more polar than the
C–M bond for which smaller metal atomic charges (VDD: +0.386, +0.351, +0.428
and +0.466 e) and dipole moments (5.6, 5.2, 6.9 and 7.7 D) have been computed.9b
Note that this is so in spite of the fact that the electron-pair bonding combination
of the H–M bond (ca. 63% hydrogen 1s + 26% metal ns) is less polarized
toward the electronegative fragment than that of the C–M bond (ca. 70% methyl
2a1 + 25% metal ns). The origin of the somewhat higher atomic charges in HM is
that the charge gained by the hydrogen 1s AO is not so much oriented toward
the alkali metal atom as the charge gained by the methyl 2a1 orbital that penetrates
more strongly across the bond midplane. Consequently, in the case of H–M a
smaller fraction of the charge carried by the electron-pair bonding MO is associated
with the alkali metal atom making the latter eﬀectively more positive.
This mechanism is illustrated by 10a and 10b (the dashed lines indicate the
bond midplane).

Table 5 Metal atomic charge (in e) and dipole moment m (in D) of alkali metal hydride
monomers and tetramersa

VDD
Hirshfeld
m
a

HLi

HNa

HK

HRb

(HLi)4

(HNa)4

(HK)4

(HRb)4

0.464
0.414
5.805b

0.458
0.386
5.985c

0.525
0.457
7.949

0.538
0.470
8.426

0.300
0.296
0

0.387
0.346
0

0.412
0.401
0

0.414
0.417
0

At BP86/TZ2P.

b

Exp: 5.882  0.003 D, see ref. 7e. c Exp: 6.4  0.7 D, see ref. 7f.
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Heterolytic bond dissociation
So far, we have examined the extent of orbital mixing, its importance for trends in
the bond strength and the polarity or charge separation in the H–M bond. Another
criterion classifying the H–M bond as covalent is its intrinsic preference for
dissociating homolytically and not heterolytically (vide supra). To enable a quantitative comparison with other bonds, we have computed the ratio of DEhetero/DEhomo
as a measure for this preference using bond energy values from Table 2. The
DEhetero/DEhomo ratios of HLi, HNa, HK and HRb are 2.9, 3.4, 3.1 and 3.0,
respectively. These values are smaller than the DEhetero/DEhomo ratios of the
corresponding C–M bonds of the methylalkali metal monomers (3.9, 5.0, 4.9 and
5.0) and that of the C–H bond in methane (3.8).9b Thus, according to this criterion,
the H–M bond behaves somewhat less covalently than the C–M or C–H.
It is instructive to carry out an ionic analysis of the H–M bond, that is, a bond
energy decomposition of the interaction between H and M+ in HM (see Table 6)
and to compare this with the analysis of the interaction between Hd and Md in the
same molecule (Table 4). In the ionic approach, the classical electrostatic attraction
DVelstat becomes the dominant bonding term with values that vary from 182.6 to
174.5 to 159.0 to 161.3 kcal mol1 along Li–Rb (Table 6). On the other hand,
the orbital interaction DEoi becomes signiﬁcantly smaller with values that vary from
20.3 to 15.4 to 12.3 to 13.2 kcal mol1 along Li–Rb (Table 6). This has
previously been interpreted as suggesting that, compared to the homolytic approach,
the charge redistribution in the ionic analysis is smaller, that is, that the ionic
fragments correspond more closely to the ﬁnal charge distribution in the alkali metal
molecule than the neutral methyl and alkali metal radical fragments.17b Another
factor, not directly related to the extent of charge redistribution, that also contributes to the reduced DEoi in the ionic analysis is the fact that we lose the
stabilization associated with the electron dropping from the SOMO of the metal
atom into the H–M bonding MO. The enormous increase in DVelstat compared to the
Table 6 Analysis of the H–M bond between H and M+ in alkali metal hydride monomersa
H–Li

H–Na

H–K

H–Rb

20.3
0.0

15.4
0.0

11.9
0.4

12.6
0.6

DEoi
DEPauli
DVelstat

20.3
37.0
182.6

15.4
41.2
174.5

12.3
46.0
159.0

13.2
55.1
161.3

DEint = DEhetero

165.9

148.7

125.3

119.4

DEs
DEp

a

At BP86/TZ2P.
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Table 7 Monomer–monomer bond energy (in kcal mol1) decomposition for alkali metal
hydride tetramersa
(HLi)4

(HNa)4

(HK)4

(HRb)4

DEoi
DEPauli
DVelstat

76.8
152.5
225.0

71.4
133.2
177.6

51.8
134.6
195.7

49.5
164.3
221.3

DEint
DEprep

149.3
12.8

115.8
18.8

112.9
11.6

106.5
9.2

DEtetra

136.5

97.0

101.3

97.3

a

At BP86/TZ2P.

homolytic approach (compare Tables 4 and 6) is of course due to the energetically
unfavorable charge separation that we enforce by our choice to completely transfer
one electron from one of the constituting fragments of HM to the other. It is
perfectly valid to carry out such an analysis. One must be aware, however, that the
results refer to the higher-energy process of heterolytic bond breaking and not to the
energetically preferred homolytic bond dissociation.
3.4.

Analysis of monomer–monomer interaction in HM tetramers

To understand the stability of the alkali metal hydride tetramers toward dissociation into
the four monomers we have analyzed the interaction between these monomers in the
tetramer. The decomposition of the tetramerization energy, shown in Table 7, reveals that
the electrostatic attraction DVelstat is the dominant bonding force. This term ﬁrst decreases
from 225.0 (HLi) to 177.6 (HNa) and increases thereafter to 195.7 (HK) and further
to 221.3 kcal mol1 (HRb). The sudden decrease of DVelstat from the lithium hydride to
the sodium hydride tetramer is caused by the combined eﬀects of an increasing H–M
distance (Table 1) and the decreasing atomic charge (Table 5) if one goes from Li to Na.
This agrees with Rupp and Ahlrichs who attributed the decrease in tetramerization
energy going from HLi to HNa to the increased interatomic distances in the latter.8d
Along Na, K and Rb, the trend in DVelstat parallels the trend of increasing charge
separation as reﬂected by the atomic charges and the dipole moments collected in Table 7.
The orbital interactions DEoi between the HM monomers, although much smaller than
DVelstat, are still important for the cohesion between the monomers, with values ranging
from 76.8 kcal mol1 for the lithium hydride tetramer to 49.5 kcal mol1 for the
rubidium hydride tetramer (Table 7). Note that these orbital interactions do not involve
the formation of an electron-pair bond. They are provided by donor–acceptor interactions
of the occupied sH–M orbitals (polarized toward H) with unoccupied s*H–M orbitals
(polarized toward M) of the monomers. Consequently, tetramerization reduces the charge
separation because the donor–acceptor orbital interactions cause charge transfer from H
to M. This is also conﬁrmed by the VDD and Hirshfeld atomic charges, which are
consistently smaller in (HM)4 than in HM (see Table 5). The same phenomenon has also
been observed for the corresponding methylalkali metal systems.9b The net interaction
energy DEint between HM monomers decreases along Li–Rb, steeply at ﬁrst, from 149.3
(HLi) to 115.8 (NHa), and then more gradually to 112.9 (HK) and further to 106.5
kcal mol1 (HRb). The main feature of this trend, that is, the steep decrease in monomer–
monomer interaction from lithium hydride to the heavier alkali metal hydrides, is
preserved in the overall tetramerization energies and enthalpies (see Tables 3 and 7).
Tetramerization is somewhat more stabilizing for alkali metal hydrides HM (DHtetra =
130.5 to 94.0 kcal mol1, along Li–Rb, Table 3) than for methylalkali metal molecules
CH3M (DHtetra = 120.8 to 87.1 kcal mol1, see ref. 9b), amongst others because of
less Pauli repulsion between the sterically less demanding HM monomers.
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3.5.

Covalency and ionicity: criteria and physical interpretation

In the above, we have discussed the nature of a series of H–M bonds, in particular
the extent to which they behave ‘‘covalently’’ as opposed to ‘‘ionically’’. In the
following, we elaborate more explicitly on these concepts as such. What is exactly
meant with the ‘‘covalency’’ and ‘‘ionicity’’ of a bond? And to what extent can these
properties be deﬁned in a quantitative and physically meaningful manner? Let us
begin by summarizing some of the quantities that we have analyzed above in order to
examine the ‘‘covalency’’ (or ‘‘ionicity’’) of the H–M bonds: (i) the magnitude and
trend in the orbital interaction DEoi; (ii) the composition of the wavefunction (or the
electron-pair bonding MO) in terms of H and M contributions; and (iii) the charge
separation across the H–M bond. These are three, to some extent orthogonal aspects
of the property of ‘‘covalency’’. They are determined by three main factors: (i) the
bond overlap Sbond or, more precisely, the interaction matrix element Fbond, between
the SOMOs of H and M; (ii) the electronegativity diﬀerence Dw or, more precisely,
the diﬀerence in SOMO energies of H and M; and (iii) the bond distance H–M.
One approach for classifying a bond as covalent or ionic is by determining which of
the above factors dominates the energetics, that is, the magnitude of and, especially, the
trend in H–M bond energies. Here, the bond overlap is the factor that can be associated
with covalent character: if it dominates through the orbital interactions DEoi the
behavior, e.g., trends in bond energies, the bond is considered covalent. On the other
hand, the bond is conceived ionic if the electronegativity diﬀerence determines its
behavior. It is clear that the electronegativity diﬀerence across all H–M bonds studied
here is large and increases along Li–Rb. It is therefore not surprising that we and others
ﬁnd large positive charges on the metal atoms. In this study, we have also shown that
these charges increase if the metal atom becomes more electropositive, as one might
expect. Yet, the trend in H–M bond energies indicates genuine covalent character: it is
determined by how the bond overlap changes along Li–Rb and not by the electronegativity diﬀerence (vide supra). This may come as a surprise, especially in light of most
of the earlier literature, which on the basis of metal atomic charges would classify these
bonds as predominantly, if not purely ionic. It may also seem somewhat contradictory.
The point is that we are looking at two diﬀerent properties, namely the mechanism
through which the bond is stabilized and the extent of charge separation across this
bond. They are both governed by one or more of the three factors mentioned above (i.e.,
Sbond, Dw, distance H–M) but generally not in the same manner. The stabilization
mechanism of the bond and the resulting charge separation are thus to some extent
orthogonal. This means that one of them is not necessarily a hard indicator for the other
one. Another consequence is that a high polarity or charge separation does not rule out
that covalent factors such as the bond overlap dominate trends in H–M bond strengths.
Nevertheless, the polarity of chemical bonds is an important property and is often
used as an alternative deﬁnition of ‘‘covalency’’ and ‘‘ionicity’’. One approach to
quantify the polarity is computing the charge separation across the bond in terms of
the charges of the atoms involved. The idea is that a completely covalent bond in a
neutral molecule, say A–B, involves neutral atoms (or fragments) A and B whereas a
completely ionic bond, in which one electron is completely transferred, is associated
with atoms A+ and B carrying opposite charges of +1.0 and 1.0 electrons,
respectively. This can be carried out in a routine manner. Note, however, that atomic
charges cannot be interpreted as absolute bond polarity indicators.9b,17a The
problem originates from the fact that diﬀerent atomic charge schemes have diﬀerent
scales, that is, the value of the computed charge of one particular atom in a molecule
can vary signiﬁcantly from one method to another. Atomic charges can still gain
physical meaning but only in terms of trends, i.e., by comparing relative magnitudes of
atomic charges computed consistently with the same method. Only in this way, one can
learn if a computed charge should be considered small, corresponding to an essentially
covalent bond, or large, indicating increased ionic character. Thus, we can classify the
H–Li bond as more polar (46% ‘‘ionic’’) than the H3C–Li bond (39% ‘‘ionic’’) and less
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polar than the H–Rb bond (54% ‘‘ionic’’) but it must be clear to which scale these
numbers refer, in this example VDD (see Table 5 and ref. 9b). A similar picture emerges
if we use, for example, the Hirshfeld scale, but with diﬀerent absolute values.
We have recently proposed an alternative method9b of quantifying the bond polarity,
which is based on the composition of the wavefunction in terms of H and M
contributions. In particular, we look at the relative contribution x of the SOMO of
one of the fragments, say the more electronegative one (here: the hydrogen atom), to the
H–M electron-pair bonding MO. This approach is ﬁrmly rooted in MO theory and has
the advantage over atomic charges that at least the range of values between the purely
covalent and ionic situations is well deﬁned.22 Thus, the purely covalent situation occurs
for x = xC = 0.5: the radical electrons of both fragments pair-up in an electron-pair
bonding combination of the overall molecule that has equal contributions from either
fragment SOMO. The purely ionic situation occurs for x = xI = 1: the unpaired
electron of the metal atom is completely transferred to the methyl SOMO which
transforms, without admixture of the metal AO, into a lone-pair-like MO in the overall
molecule. The percentage covalency C and ionicity I is then deﬁned as in eqn (6) and (7),
respectively, with I + C = 100%.
xI  x
C¼
 100%
ð6Þ
xI  xC
I¼

x  xC
 100%
xI  xC

ð7Þ

In Table 8, we have collected percentages of covalency C of the H–M bonds of our alkali
metal hydride monomers based on eqn (6) using two ways of computing the fraction x. In
the ﬁrst one, x is the Gross Mulliken contribution of the hydrogen 1s SOMO to the
electron-pair bonding combination in the overall molecule (see values in Fig. 2). The
corresponding percentages for H3C–M bonds are also listed in Table 8. Thus, we can
classify the H–Li bond as more covalent (82% ‘‘covalent’’, 18% ‘‘ionic’’) than the H3C–Li
bond (60% ‘‘covalent’’, 40% ‘‘ionic’’) and of a similar polarity as the H–Rb bond (78%
‘‘covalent’’, 22% ‘‘ionic’’). Note that the trend of increasing polarity along Li–Rb obtained
on the basis of atomic charges essentially vanishes if we look at the composition of the
electron-pair bonding MO. This diﬀerence is caused by the fact that the composition of
the electron-pair bonding MO mainly depends on the electronegativity (or SOMO energy)
diﬀerence whereas the actual charge separation is, in addition, strongly inﬂuenced by the
H–M distance (the charge separation increases as the bond becomes longer).
There are still other ways of computing x, for example, on the basis of the Gross
Mulliken population P (see values in Table 4) that the hydrogen 1s SOMO acquires
in all occupied MOs of the overall molecule (x = P/2: see values in parentheses in
Table 8), or on the basis of fragment MO coeﬃcients (not shown in Table 8). Note
Table 8 Covalency C (in %) of H–M and C–M bonding in alkali metal hydride
and methylalkali metal monomersa
M

H–M

C–M

Li
Na
K
Rb

82
72
66
78

60
58
54
58

(82)
(73)
(64)
(75)

(60)
(58)
(52)
(55)

a
At BP86/TZ2P. C is computed with eqn (6) using for x the Gross Mulliken
contribution of the hydrogen 1s or the methyl 2a1 SOMO to the electron-pair
bonding combination (see values in Fig. 2 and ref. 9b). Value in parentheses:
idem, using for x the Gross Mulliken Population P that the hydrogen 1s or the
methyl 2a1 SOMO acquire in all occupied MOs of the overall molecule (see
values in Table 4 and ref. 9b) divided by 2, i.e., x = P/2.
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that the particular values of C and I depend on how x is computed. One must be
aware that this introduces again a certain arbitrariness making C and I semiquantitative rather than quantitative. Nevertheless, any choice for x produces the same
trends in C and I, i.e., a nearly constant extent of polarization of the H–M (or C–M)
bond going from Li to the heavier alkali metals.

4. Conclusions
The H–M bond in alkali metal hydrides has substantial covalent character: it can
well be viewed as an electron-pair bond between the singly occupied hydrogen and
alkali metal valence-s AOs that gains substantial stabilization from the corresponding h1s | nsi bond overlap. This is not in contradiction with this bond being highly
polar as reﬂected by the dipole moment and atomic charges.
This follows from our BP86/TZ2P analyses of alkali metal hydride monomers HM
and tetramers (HM)4 with M = Li, Na, K and Rb. These analyses reveal signiﬁcant
orbital mixing in the H–M bond between the hydrogen 1s and alkali metal ns SOMOs
(ca. 63% 1s + 26% ns) and the trend in bond strength is largely determined by the bond
overlap h1s | nsi, which decreases along Li–Rb. Interestingly, the H–M electron-pair
bonding MO is somewhat less polarized toward the electronegative fragment than that
of the H3C–M bond (ca. 70% 2a1 + 25% ns) although hydrogen is somewhat more
electronegative than the methyl group. This is because of the larger bond overlap in
HM. Our results also support the Valence-Bond analyses of Mo and Zhang who
concluded that the Li–H bond is chieﬂy covalent.5b
A more general insight that evolves from our analyses is that bonding mechanism and
polarity are two diﬀerent, to some extent orthogonal qualities of a bond. While it is true
that the polarity of a bond is the net result of the various features in the bonding
mechanism, it is not true that this bonding mechanism and the relative importance of all
its features (e.g., electrostatic attraction, bond overlap, charge transfer) can be deduced
from the bond polarity alone. Nevertheless, it is still common practice to use the terms
‘‘covalency’’ and ‘‘ionicity’’ for both aspects of a bond, its mechanism as well as its
polarity, erroneously suggesting the equivalence of the latter. Therefore, we recommend
to make explicit the precise deﬁnitions that one uses in the discussion of the ‘‘covalency’’
and ‘‘ionicity’’ of a bond.
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